
CAPTAIN MARK RICHARDS:  TOTAL RECALL VII:

This is my seventh interview with Captain MARK RICHARDS the publishing of this 'total 
recall' has been delayed due to traveling. 

Conducted August 2017, published September 20, 2017.

 

Note:  This interview time was shorter than usual.  Only had 2 hours…. Didn’t get many of my 
questions answered.  Remaining list of questions sent to Mark after the interview.  

I was not allowed a pencil or pen this time... I was just given childrens crayons to take notes 
which made it hard however I persevered and got fairly detailed notes which are posted below.

NOTES

STATUS 

Mark had some news related to being moved from his current cell however there is no clear 
information on where or when at this time.

CLARIFICATION ON MILITARY STATUS / ARMY / NAVY

Jo Ann (his wife) asked him a question she needed clarity on because of something someone at a 
recent talk had questioned.  Mark clarified that he was in the Army originally (at the age of 16 
and younger.  This is similar to William Tompkins as he was spotted in part due to his father and 
grandfather (who both worked with Tesla) and recruited into Army. 

After Vietnam he went from being a Lieutenant in the Army to being a Lieutenant in the Navy.... 
a lateral move.  After Vietnam lots of men were being shipped out of the Army who then had no 
use for them.  Many moved to Navy.  The Air Force had no need a Mark's services after the war 
because he was a helicopter pilot in Vietnam and they had plenty of pilots back then (after the 
end of the war).

He was also seen as an asset to the Army and the Navy because his best friend was/is a Raptor 
and they often went on missions for the military. 

CURRENT RUMORS OF END OF WORLD SCENARIOS / CATACLYSMS

Mark feels he would definitely be warned by his Raptor friends (who are quite telepathic -- as is 
Mark --see interview 6 for more on this) if anything were impending of a monumental nature.

He thinks there is more of a threat from "nutcase" humans than from Earth changes.  He thinks 
government are also worried about this.



TRUMP

Thinks Trump is danger.  He is viewed even by the Head of the Joint Chiefs as a loose cannon.  
Even maniacal.  Thinks he has never been fully accepted by the Illuminati.  Trump is a real wild 
card.  No one knows what he will do.  Says he's a lot like Teddy Roosevelt.  Hopes that in time, 
if he survives,  he will do positive things and be remembered like Teddy, after the fact as a great 
president.  Says that Trump could surprise people and leave a good legacy in spite of his bad 
reputation.  Mark is aware there is a group behind Trump making things possible...but so far no 
mention of who those people are.

HILLARY & BILL

Thinks Trump won because no one likes Hillary.  She is not trusted.  She does report to Bush 
Senior.  And is supported by Soros.  But he does not think she is MJ12 (old name for 
organization that goes by many names, Sion, Committee of the Majority etc. 

Note:  I do think Hillary is or was part of MJ12.  It was interesting that Mark did not see her as 
having much awareness of the whole ET situation as I do.

Says there are a lot of John Wayne types in the military that don't like her.  Because of the black 
magic, drug running with her husband, Bill Clinton and pedophilia issue.  Says she is evil and 
has failed 'trust issues'.  Also says she has ties to black magic/ witch cults and European 
Illuminati

MJ12:  -  MARK'S DEALNGS WITH THAT ORGANIZATION

He said yes he has had some dealings with them.  His father (known as the Dutchman: 
Ellis Lloyd Richards Jr.) had lots of dealings with them.  His father frequently used alias’s.   
Doesn’t claim to know Mike McConnell (former head of Defense Intelligence who was a more 
recent head who apparently according to Dan Burisch has since stepped down as head of MJ12.  
Dan claimed he was put in McConnell's place as head of MJ12.)

NOREIGA / BUSH

Says Bush risked everything to get Noriega out of power.  Noriega was threatening to reveal ET 
presence.  He says Panama is nothing without Colombia. 

COLOMBIA / NEW IMAGE / MEDICAL MARIJUANA

Says Colombia is a country with a lot of beauty.  They could be transitioning as Doc Waterman 
says the current President of that country wants to do.  But the drugs remain along the borders 
and neighboring countries.  Probably still involved.  There are several ET races who have settled 
in Colombia because they like the environment.  They just want to live quietly and be left alone. 
They have been chased out of England and Europe.  They look human and can pass.

Due to the size of their populations they now settle in South America and Africa.

GREYS  (GREY ETS NOT PROGRAMMABLE LIFE FORMS)



Says never considers Greys "friendly".  He says they work for the highest bidder.   One example 
is the Zeta's -- not to be trusted.  There are other races.  He thinks there are a lot of cloned 
Greys... used by various ETs and used to perform jobs etc.

Other grey races include the tall Greens and tall Oranges.  The Zetas have made grey clones as 
have the Reptoids who used the zeta clones as well.

SIZE OF CREW OF SHIPS HE WAS CAPTAIN OF:  ORION SHIPS & ALSO MINERVA

ORION SHIPS crew size 32 to 100...   Average crew :  9 (not sure ship size)

MINERVA:  Doesn't like crew besides Mark so it would generally only be Mark and one other 
person.  But she does take groups of zoo animals on board for study.  She can morph her interior 
to make room for hundreds of animals.  She acts as his translator with other races when traveling 
together.

FURTHEST HE HAS GONE interstellar was with companion called "GLASSY" .. out around 
Alpha Centari. 

Asked about interstellar travel to other planets and the beings he has met?

3 Stars of Alpha Centari... met around 20 different species.   Says there are 4 different Ant 
colonies in the Orion constellation.

MINERVA is very protective and often won't let him leave the ship due to dangerous conditions.  
Treats humans a little like pets or children. 

Says not all wormholes are the same.

GREYS - USED TO COMMUNICATE BETWEEN RACES OF BEINGS

Mark said he has used greys to communicate with some races and they are often used as 
translators between races.

RAPTOR SHIPS -- VERY ELEGANT... :"MOONRAKER"

The Raptors have a very elegant stramlined craft (see banner design).  Mark drew one... Long 
pointed elongated triangle like with scooped back end.  Called TOP INTERCEPTOR high speed 
attack craft called MOONRAKER. 

TUNNEL SYSTEMS IN VIETNAM AND FAR EAST

Created in part by Vortexes... Vortexes plus water.   There's a huge system of tunnels in Vietnam 
and surrounding countries.   The Viet Cong were using them.  You could fly a helicopter inside 
some of the tunnels.

SPIDER BEINGS OF VIETNAM & VIET CONG



The Viet Cong leaders worked with the Spider leadership.  Used mind control to keep Viet Cong 
troops from realizing who they were working with... They used a gas to make them forget so 
most of the troops wouldn't remember anything to do with spider beings. 

He thinks some soldiers will remember.  I talked about one soldier's recall from my show on 
Vietnam and the Spider Beings and bodies being piled up into triangles stacked high. 

See Mark Richards interview VI - where Mark talks about during WWII our military took their 
attention away from Southeast Asia and Korea to concentrate on winning that war.  Once it was 
over he said they refocused on Vietnam and Korea where they launched an attack on closing the 
portals and fighting the spider beings.  This link to an interview with Fletcher Prouty where he 
testifies that we shipped all the military equipment went directly from Japan to South Korea and 
Vietnam to support the future wars in those areas.

THE ELECTRONIC FENCE USED IN VIETNAM

The electronic fence used for the first time in Vietnam was not for the purpose generally thought 
regarding tracking Viet Cong movements along the Ho Chi Min Trail.  He said it's use actually 
related to the Spider beings.

Use of gas to put cities to sleep is also used in this country (USA) today.

VILLAGES IN VIETNAM PUT TO SLEEP FOR 48 HOURS...

This info was related again on my recent show and Mark verified this was indeed used during the 
war to put whole villages to sleep so the military could deal with the alien spider beings and not 
be seen.

USE OF GAS TO PUT WHOLE CITIES TO SLEEP IN USA AND ELSEWHERE

With All Power Cut, Tens of Thousands Flee N.C. Outer Banks Islands

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/all-power-cut-tens-thousands-flee-north-carolina-outer-
banks-n787971

N.C. governor orders two barrier islands evacuated over power outage

https://www.upi.com/NC-governor-orders-two-barrier-islands-evacuated-over-power-outage/
9041501361841/

INVASION THROUGH A PORTAL - BARRIER ISLANDS AREA

Even today, towns are put to sleep for as long as 48 hours.  This happened to the recent islands -- 
where a very bad group of aliens came through a portal suddenly and started eating people ... off 
beaches on the Barrier islands area.  Whole area had to be evacuated under false pretenses so the 
military could deal with them.  Found they were unable to handle the situation because it 
required that they not create any collateral damage.. So couldn't use a nuke (which is the tactic 
they often use to shut wormholes). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_Wiv5EHyhk
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/all-power-cut-tens-thousands-flee-north-carolina-outer-banks-n787971
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/all-power-cut-tens-thousands-flee-north-carolina-outer-banks-n787971
https://www.upi.com/NC-governor-orders-two-barrier-islands-evacuated-over-power-outage/9041501361841/
https://www.upi.com/NC-governor-orders-two-barrier-islands-evacuated-over-power-outage/9041501361841/


Our military enlisted help of the Raptors to use their high tech weapons that can target 
individuals and kill the intruders.  Because our technology was not sophisticated enough to avoid 
collateral damage.  (This has changed now).  The intruders were a sub species of another species 
that we don't know well.  Situation was handled.

He would not share which type of aliens these were...except to say they were a subgroup of 
another group.

NUCLEAR TESTS IN THE PAST

Says Bikini Atoll and other nuclear tests were wars or battles with what are called OINTS (other 
world intelligences) 4 such species in the area.  Includes a huge system of portals in Nevada.  in 
the past, the only way we could close a wormhole/portal was to nuke it.  (above ground) He says 
the nuclear tests in Nevada and other places were to close the gates and not for war with other 
countries necessarily (although one can imagine this was a twofold purpose). 

It is interesting that the military is happy to appear rabidly violent or crazy simply because they 
refuse to share the truth of what's really going on with the rest of humanity.

THREAT FROM OUR MILITARY TO ET RACES

Mark believes the only reason we still have control of our planet is because our military has told 
the various invader ET enemy races that if they try to take control we will nuke our own planet 
before we let them take control.  If we can't have it no one can is the philosophy of our military 
in the secret space program.

YELLOW BOOK - SEEING HIS OWN FUTURE

I asked him if he thought they had tracked his future using the yellow book technology (alien 
tech) and knew he was going to rebel and become a whistleblower and he says yes... 

Mark was shown his reincarnation history and some of the true history of Planet Earth using the 
Raptor technology.

PATH HE IS ON - SOUL CONTRACT QUESTION

Re Question about whether he think he chose the path he is on....Does he consider himself a 
victim of circumstances?

He says he doesn't think he chose his path but he did make some decisions given the climate of 
the times that led him down this road.  Says he was fighting the powers-that-be but it was not his 
choice to land in jail for over 30 years.

Says back in '81-'82 he was pushing the envelope.  Uncontrollable and highly arrogant.  Says 
powers-that-be basically afraid of him in part because of his friendship and alliance with the 
Raptors.  He questioned authority too much especially after the death of TATANIA.  (Woman he 
loved).   



He says he was and is seen as a threat because he can get people to follow him.

DISCLOSURE / ALEPPO / REPTOIDS PUSHING DISCLOSURE?

I asked him more about status on the Reptoids pushing disclosure, which he had mentioned in 
my prior interview?

The progress — what are they building near Aleppo?  A stargate.  To bring troops and craft into 
this dimension.  He says they have aircraft carrier sized craft and can bring 5,000 troops in at a 
time.

But he also said they can take back 30,000 to 40,000 human prey, dead or alive... He said they 
trade human slaves to other races -- it's one of their "businesses".

He thinks they have been dealt with for the time being due to battles with them.  At least at this 
location.

MIDDLE EAST MEMORIES/ RECALL OF REPTOID PRESENCE

I asked him if he thought those in the Syrian war or areas of the Middle East where the Reptoid 
presence was plentiful, would have memories or recall of encountering them?  And he said yes 
some people will remember seeing them. 

RAPTORS - WHAT THEY WILL DO FOR CHOCOLATE OR WHAT THEY DESIRE

He's seen via Raptor machine tech (that they "borrowed" from other races) the true history of 
Earth and his own reincarnational history. 

Says Raptors will kill to get anything they want especially but not limited to technology of other 
races.  They will kill for chocolate! 

RAPTORS SEE THE PAST ENERGETICALLY

They can see the past of Earth and of anyone they choose...  They choose not to see the future 
unless mandatory for safety.  Goes against their sense of ethics / right and wrong to see the 
future.  They can read timelines and natural events through energies.

RAPTORS ARE ALSO GOOD GENETICISTS

But as said above consider redesigning their bodies to fit in with human society  (ie look human) 
to go against their sense of right and wrong.

RAPTORS VERSUS ANUNNAKI

Raptors relate to Anunnaki the same way they relate to humans... see us and Anunnaki as the 
same.  He said the Raptor relationship to the Anunnaki has changed over time. 

RAPTORS LOVE MARS



He said the Raptors love Mars. 

NAGA -- his friend Raptor

Loves Englands "Jurassic Coast" and considers that area home.

WOULD RAPTORS SEEK TO CREATE A HUMANOID BODY?

Mark says no they are against doing that because they have a fierce pride in their own form. 

REPTOIDS -- are superb geneticists and would work to create a more human looking body.  
Reptoids are more like DR. SPOCK.

DRACO -- consider themselves superior to all.  They are still involved here on Earth and are in 
your face dominating. 

DRAGONS OF MIDDLE AGES -- battles were with both Dracos and Raptors.

GLOBAL WARMING DUE TO GREENHOUSE GASES

Mark thinks this is a reasonable explanation and our ice is melting. 

CMEs THREAT?  (Coronal Mass Ejections from the Sun) :  He says he doesn't think we have the 
equipment to redirect them away from Earth.  He says various ET races may have but that a 
major CME hitting the Earth would happen too fast to counteract.

Says yes there are a few cities underground for select people but doesn't think they would be 
much help in protecting even those people if a CME should hit us head-on.  Says we could be 
destroyed by a CME.  Underground cities only good for a million but not billions.  They have to 
have a back up plan for any contingency.  He acknowledged our bases on Moon, Mars, moons of 
Jupiter and Saturn could be back up plans if they had enough advance notice to prepare.

SUPERNOVAS 

Supernovas are a big threat.  You have to travel faster than light to avoid.  Regardless how deep a 
base is they couldn't escape the effects.

CLONES - Questions related to some of Donald Marshall's claims and other rumors 

First asked if he thinks he's a clone?  Mark has not been cloned (to his knowledge.  He gets 
tested many times, his DNA and blood etc.  He also says he doesn't think he has been cloned.

State of?  Doesn't think cloning is as far along as claimed. 

Regarding government officials now cloned?- it’s possible but clones don’t last long… and can’t 
transfer all the memories from a persons life to a clone.  There are too many nuances missing... 
so they are pretty dumb.  Doesn’t think most world leaders are cloned.



Admits Greys can transfer consciousness from one body to another.  Doesn't think Donald 
Marshall's claims about stadiums of cloned actors and so forth are real...

CLONED MILITARY LEADERS IN THE U.S.?

Only those who have died.  He says our military has been tracking our DNA closely and would 
know if anyone is cloned.

Says by 1970 our military was monitoring and would not allow anyone to get hold of human 
DNA to clone well known humans etc.

TRUMP might have been cloned.

Also says Raptors can detect a clone.

SEVERAL SPECIES CAN TRANSFER CONSCIOUSNESS BODY TO BODY

DYSON SPHERES

He says there are Dyson spheres all over the place in and outside our solar system.  Doesn't think 
there is one between us and the sun but says there is one in our ORT CLOUD.  He says there are 
a lot of civilizations in our ORT cloud that we are aware of and need to be aware of.  Some are 
causing trouble out there.

He says if there was a Dyson sphere between us and the Sun he says he would know about it.

Viewer question about "solar illuminator" in place between Earth and the Sun?  (Mark is not 
familiar with this term but says no). 

TABBY'S WORLD is a Dyson sphere we have been watching for hundreds of years.

NORTH KOREA

Only reason they are so aggressive is they are backed by an alien group that are powerful 
enemies of the U.S.  There is a definite group of off-world beings backing up North Korea. 
Declined to say which group.  (Doesn't sound like it is the Reptoids).

Asked about North Korean nuclear tests and earthquake weapons but he didn't really answer me.  
So I said in essence are we already in a war with North Korea and the beings backing them and 
he smiled but didn't say anything but I got the impression this is the case.  So the talk about 
"tests" is a war ...and bombings or back-off type standoffs.

CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS 

The Cuban Missile Crisis...WAS NOT ABOUT A RUSSIA /US STANDOFF TO DO WITH 
MISSILES.  3 Nukes went off in outer space related to this incident.

Says the Cuban Missile crisis involved fight with ET race and Kennedy was well aware.



PARTICLE BEAM / SCALER WEAPONS  / PLASMA BEAM WEAPONS / PROTON 
WEAPONS

We now have better technology other than nukes to close portals/stargates and wormholes and 
can do so using particle beam weapons, proton weapons, scaler weapons and plasma beam 
weapons.

SHIVA NOVA?

Says the engineers at Livermore Labs use many names for the same projects to hide what they 
are doing.

LETTERMAN HOSPITAL

1966-1970 -- Mark was participating in tests and doing remote viewing at Letterman.

MARK'S ACCESS TO INFORMATION

He says he has a network of contacts and off world sources as well as his own remote viewing /
psi-tech skills but acknowledges even so some information take time to get to him.

PEOPLE WHO REPORTED TO HIM IN THE PAST

Question from someone who said he reported to him?   Can’t answer question as it could 
endanger whoever he is to be associated with Mark in anyway.

RE LIKE GARGOYLES SEEN ON CHURCHES WHICH ARE SAID BY SOME TO BE 
RELATED TO AN UNDERGROUND CREATURE THAT TAKES OVER HUMANS BY 
BORING INTO THEIR EYES?

Mark is not familiar with that creature… sounds to Mark like chupacabra.

INVADER RACES

Invader races include REPTOIDS AND DRACOS?  Both.  They don’t get along but currently 
working together.

SINK HOLES IN SIBERIA

What’s going on?   Mark says simply Permafrost — lots of earth changes …also revealing caves.

end of written notes
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